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INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper (Crida et al. 2018, accepted on April 19, hereafter C18), we presented a method to derive the mass
and radius of a transiting exoplanet and their intrinsic correlation. Measuring the stellar radius by interferometry and
the stellar density by analysis of the transit lightcurve allows the derivation of the stellar mass, independently of any
stellar evolution model. The planetary mass and radius are derived through their ratios with the stellar ones, given
by the transit depth and the amplitude of the radial velocity signal K, whose uncertainties degrade the correlation.
We wrote : “More precise observations of the transit would be very useful in this particular case and would allow to
increase significantly the gain on the [planetary] density precision.”
Three months later, Bourrier et al. (2018, hereafter B18) published new observations of the system. Additionally,
Gaia’s DR2 was released on April 25, 2018. The purpose of this note is solely to implement these great new data in
our pipeline to provide an up-to-date result of our model.
NEW DERIVED STELLAR PARAMETERS
Gaia’s DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) provides d? = 12.590 ± 0.012 pc, making the distance used
before (12.34± 0.11 pc) inaccurate.
B18 provide from their analysis of the transit lightcurve a/R? = 3.52 ± 0.01 and P = 0.7365474 ± 1.3 · 10−6 day,
from which we can derive (Seager & Malle´n-Ornelas 2003) ρ? ≈ 4pi2G (a/R?)
3
P 2 = 1.079± 0.005 ρ, 7.6 times more precise
than what we used before (1.084± 0.038 ρ).
This gives
R? = 0.980± 0.016R ; M? = 1.015± 0.051M,
a bigger star than we thought (0.958 ± 0.018R and 0.954 ± 0.063M in C18). The mass-radius correlation is now
0.995 versus 0.85 in C18, due to the amazing precision on a/R?, thus on ρ?.
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PLANETARY PARAMETERS
Using these new stellar parameters together with K = 6.02± 0.24 m/s and Rp/R? = 0.0182± 0.0002 (B18) instead
of 6.30± 0.21 m/s and 0.0192± 0.0078 in C18, we find
Rp = 1.947± 0.038R⊕ ; Mp = 8.59± 0.43M⊕ ,
with a correlation c = 0.54 and
ρp = 1.164± 0.062 ρ⊕ = 6421± 342 kg.m−3 ,
instead of 2.023± 0.088R⊕ , 8.70± 0.48M⊕ , c = 0.3 and 1.06± 0.13ρ⊕ .
The joint PDF of Rp and Mp is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 as black plain line contours. For comparison, the ones
from C18 and B18 are shown as blue long-dashed and red dash-dotted contours respectively.
The other planetary parameters are derived using the model I by Dorn et al. (2017) as in our previous paper in the
case OCA. Their PDFs are shown in Fig. 1. Here, we have used a more restricted prior on the gas metallicity (0.9 <Zgas
< 1) that excludes hydrogen-dominated gas a priori. We find :
log10(mgas/Mp) = −3.7+1.8−2.5
Zgas = 9.4
+0.3
−0.3
log10(Lint) = 21.6
+2.2
−2.2
rgas/Rp = 0.03
+0.02
−0.02
rcore+mantle/Rp = 0.97
+0.02
−0.02
rcore/rcore+mantle = 0.27
+0.07
−0.08
Fe/Simantle = 1.79
+1.22
−1.03
Mg/Simantle = 1.1
+0.7
−0.6
These values, using the most up-to-date observations of the system, should replace the ones published in our previous
paper. As expected, more precise stellar distance (thanks to Gaia, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), transit depth and
stellar density (thanks to B18) allow us to refine our estimate of all the planetary parameters. The almost twice better
mass-radius correlation in particular doubles the precision on ρp, which reaches 5.3% uncertainty.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We do not find the same planetary mass and radius as B18, although we use their transit and radial velocity
parameters.1 This is because they use the stellar radius and mass given by von Braun et al. (2011) based on the
Hipparcos distance and stellar evolution models, while we use Ligi et al. (2016)’s angular diameter and Gaia’s parallax
for the radius, and the measured stellar density for the mass. Another difference lies in the models used for the internal
structure (model I from Dorn et al. (2017) here, and II in B18), but this only has a minor impact on the gas layer
thickness.
The method developed in C18 proves very powerful for exoplanets transiting bright stars : observational data provide
directly the mass, radius and density of 55 Cnc e, with a precision that allows to constrain significantly its internal
structure. The observations by Gaia and B18 being at the best possible precision to date, our numbers can hardly be
improved.
1 For reference, Bourrier et al. (2018) give : Rp = 1.875± 0.029R⊕, Mp = 7.99+0.32−0.33M⊕ (uncorrelated) and ρp = 1.212+0.078−0.073 ρ⊕.
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Figure 1. Parameters of 55 Cnc e. Upper right inset : joint PDF of the planetary mass and radius.
Other plots : Sampled two and one-dimensional marginal posterior for all interior parameters, same as figure 5 of C18.
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